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D I S TA N C E M E E T I N G S A R E W H E R E WO R K
AC T UA LLY G E T S DO N E
Digital natives are beginning to dominate the workplace, and a result of their ascent to
leadership positions is a fundamental shift in the role of the meeting. Research conducted
by the Connected Work practice at Frost & Sullivan shows that meetings are becoming
more frequent, shorter, less structured, with fewer people involved. This is evidenced by
the spectacular growth in meeting spaces since the nineties.
THE RATIO OF PEOPLE TO MEETING SPACES
1990s

Today

75 to 1

10 to 1

(Frost & Sullivan prediction)

2024

5 to 1

= 5 people
= 1 meeting space

In the traditional Generation X work culture,
meetings were mostly about planning,
reporting and executive grandstanding. Now,
meetings are where a lot of actual work
gets done, so they need to be smarter, more
intuitive and supported by increasing amounts
of collaboration technology.

participants who do not speak in their native
languages is a growing phenomenon, and
participants must be able to hear each other
properly, in order to effortlessly understand
each other and concentrate on the meeting
substance. Otherwise, meetings may not
accomplish their intended outcome,

Human Interaction Inspires Creativity

Hybrid Meetings where Technology
Use Changes Dynamically

Digital native business leaders encourage
human interaction as a way of inspiring
creativity, so organisations continue to design
workspaces that facilitate more interpersonal
relationships between employees. At the same
time, the fast-growing population of remote
workers, even inside the major economic
centres, means that meetings welcome more
and more external participants who may be
customers as well as co-workers.

When Technology Bridges Geography,
the Talent Pool Gets Bigger
Many organisations benefit from the
increasing pool of available talent. In Europe,
mixed-nationality teams with many meeting

In Frost & Sullivan’s view, the need for large,
ornate conference rooms has decreased but
any meeting space must potentially be able
to harness any technology, including video,
in a dynamic fashion without compromising
the user experience. Likewise, the many
different devices, collaboration platforms and
connectivity options that participants are
likely to prefer must be supported, because
organisations do not want to stifle innovation
by being too prescriptive. In a sense, meetings
have become a hybrid affair where technology
use changes dynamically, based on context
and end-user convenience.
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E VO LV I N G E N D - U S E R N E E DS C H A N G E T H E
CO N F E R E N C I N G E N D P O I N T M A R K E T
Simplicity
and Ease
of Use

End-User
Needs

Optimal
Audio
Quality

Flexible,
Futureproof
Devices

OPTIMAL AUDIO
QUALIT Y

FLE XIBLE , FUTUREPROOF DE VICES

SIMPLICIT Y AND E ASE
OF USE

Users do not take great audio
quality for granted, and too
many users experience audio
horror stories. Above all else,
users want excellent audio,
so that they may concentrate
on the meeting substance.
When meeting frequency
increases, users become more
concerned about behaving
naturally and less willing
to accept suboptimal audio
quality.

Flexible and future-proof
audio endpoints that can
expand to accommodate
evolving needs, such as
video, and which do not lock
users out of using emerging
collaboration platforms in the
future, are of great value to
end-users.

Users want their intuitive
preferences addressed.
Behaviour is often shaped
by smartphone use, and
a touch interface is more
intuitive to most users than
physical keypads. Moreover,
touch interfaces allow greatly
simplified one-click meeting
logins. Hybrid functionality
able to combine collaboration
platforms with simple
phone calls are appreciated,
because they mimic everyday
smartphone use.

Users want
SIMPLICIT Y,
GREAT AUDIO
QUALIT Y AND
FLEXIBILIT Y

Vendors should not [design products] that force users to use a lot of
effort to join meetings. Users want to be away from phone numbers –
they just want to click on a screen to join meetings
Peter Andersson, Founding Partner, UClarity
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I N T E N S I F Y I N G E N D - U S E R D E M A N D FO R
H A SS LE - F R E E V I D E O CO N F E R E N C I N G
Businesses see benefits from the tectonic shift towards cloud video conferencing services
and integrated cloud solutions.
IT DECISION MAKERS FEEL THAT VIDEO CONFERENCING

79%

Boosts product
innovation

Accelerates decision
making

89%

CLOUD VIDEO AND WEB
CONFERENCING SERVICES MARKET
SHARE (VERSUS ON-PREMISE VIDEO)

USB CONFERENCE ROOM CAMS
REVENUE FORECAST ($ BILLION)

$1.07

84%
34.8%
CAGR

67%

2016

$0.24
2023

Growth in cloud web and video conferencing
services is driven by rapid adoption of
next-generation devices and intelligent cloud
services that will establish video as preferred
mode of business communications.

2018

2023

A Growing need for next-gen collaboration
tools drives an increasingly messy array of DIY
components to support video and different UC
platforms. Frost & Sullivan believes DIY to be
unsustainable and too resource intensive.

USB CONFERENCE ROOM CAMS
MARKET PENETRATION, 2018
Only

1.2%

of the meeting rooms today

are equipped with USB
conference room cams.

The bulk of the meetings
today rely on audio only.

Users demand more
engaging
communication.

Although demand for video has been there for the past 3 to 4 years,
it was allowed to VIPs only because they had access to better
infrastructure. Now, video cameras are available to other employees too
Support Group Manager, Multinational IT Service Company
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CO M M O N E N D - U S E R PA I N P O I N T S A N D
C H A LLE N G E S
MISMATCH BETWEEN
ENDPOINTS AND MEETING
SPACES
There is a growing disconnect between
endpoint and meeting room size and
shape. As a result, users often face issues
with audio quality which lead to rising
support tickets.

Lack of education among users on what
endpoint to use in which meeting room
is the biggest challenge. They buy the
least expensive endpoint that may not
fit the room and people from the back of
the room cannot hear properly in all room
configurations.
Danny Hayasaka, Senior Director of Marketing
& Emerging Technology, Call One Inc.

UNACHIEVABLE SPONTANEIT Y
When everything needs to be set up beforehand and dial-in details distributed,
meetings become stale, and it can be really difficult to spontaneously bring
additional people into an on-going meeting. The meeting grinds to a halt while
new joiners receive details via e-mail. This is a serious painpoint, which comes
up repeatedly as a source of delay and irritation, when Frost & Sullivan advises
end‑users on meeting technology choices. Likewise, external participants may
have difficulty joining or may ask to be dialled in to avoid racking up gigantic
mobile bills in roaming, and that is difficult to handle with most endpoints.

COMPROMISED AUDIO AND VIDEO QUALIT Y EXPERIENCED BY
REMOTE ATTENDEES
Despite audio being the least common denominator for distance meetings,
businesses continue to face issues with audio quality which is caused by
background noise such as fans, typing, paper shuffling, side conversations and
coffee machines.
On the video front, webcams and low-cost DIY video kit implementations result
in a clunky user experience, sometimes with distorted, grainy or frozen images.
All of these issues collectively sap the user productivity and causes fatigue.

LACK OF END-USER FAMILIARIT Y
WITH THE USER INTERFACE
As laptop-based collaboration grows, users
are pushed to learn different user interfaces
that are sometimes not intuitive. As ease of
use is very subjective, users unfamiliar with
some laptop interfaces struggle bring the
technology they need into meetings without
the intervention of the IT support function
every time. Multi‑party collaboration is
even more difficult with issues such as
microphone settings and driver installation
among others.

Based on a survey, we found that
users fall back on laptop speakers
and microphones if their conferencing
endpoint feels inconvenient. That
negates the investment of thousands
of dollars spent on endpoints
Peter Andersson, Founding Partner,
UClarity

It is not enough if the device is
IT‑friendly, it has to be end user
friendly as well
Meeting & Facility Specialist,
Multinational Retailer
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LOCK-IN FROM SOFTWARE-DEFINED CONFERENCE SYSTEMS
Software-based video, audio and wireless content sharing solutions like Zoom
Rooms and Webex Room Series are becoming very popular, and as recently as
May 2019 Microsoft launched its Team Rooms. The software‑defined systems
address many pain points with their one-touch join user experience and
instantaneous collaboration. They typically include preinstalled meeting software,
a touch controller, and peripheral devices such as camera, microphone, speaker
and scheduling displays, and their pre-configured and single solution nature
make them easy to use. However, few organisations manage to standardise on
a single collaboration platform, some users are entrenched in their preferences,
others like to experiment, an organisation’s customers may insist on different
platforms, and the software‑defined systems are only compatible with certain
audio endpoints.

INCOMPATIBLE AND INCONSISTENT
ENDPOINTS
As users opt for best of breed solutions, compatibility
issues between UC platforms and endpoints
accelerates. It is an even bigger nightmare to handle
existing endpoints when businesses need to transition
from one platform to another.
End users repeatedly face the daunting task of how to
connect to internal and external parties on different
collaboration platforms, consumer applications and
multiple operating systems using the same meeting
room technology.

With a change of
platform from Skype for
Business to Zoom
or Microsoft Teams,
legacy equipment is not
compatible
Danny Hayasaka, Senior
Director of Marketing &
Emerging Technology, Call
One Inc.

LARGE INSTALLED BASE OF ANALOGUE PBXS
Analogue PBXs are an incredibly resilient piece of technology, the replacement
of which is not always a straightforward business case. Constrained by the
traditional analogue PBX that remain, users endure limited functionality and
audio quality from the analogue conference phones they are forced to use. These
analogue platforms will need to be replaced soon, and if that challenge can be
overcome, the end-user benefits will be great.

END-USERS FEEL “BOXED IN”
In dynamic work meetings, participants want to move around their meeting
spaces as though they were all in the same room. One of the most frequent
and distressing pain points is that end-users feel confined – and their mobility
restricted – by the limited pick‑up range of conventional conference phones. The
integration of collaboration solutions supported by communication endpoints that
create a feeling of proximity and naturalness through excellent audio quality has
never been more important.
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KO N F T E L 8 0 0 : A S T E P U P I N AU D I O Q UA LI T Y
Although Konftel has built its new flagship – the Konftel 800 – on a completely new product
platform, it is the natural evolution of Konftel’s wide portfolio of endpoints, providing a
step up in audio quality as its defining feature. The basic endpoint without expansions
incorporates three digital microphones with a pick-up range of 6 metres, optimised for
meetings with around 12 participants onsite. In Frost & Sullivan’s experience, that is
sufficient for the vast majority of meeting types and spaces in most organisations and
addresses the “boxed in” pain point. With the expansion options described on the following
pages, Konftel 800 can scale to accommodate much bigger meetings.

Multiple Connectivity and Bridging
Konftel 800 is a SIP/Ethernet conference
phone, that offers USB and Bluetooth
connectivity to the participants onsite and is
able to create a hybrid conference by bridging
ordinary web- and video meetings with
telephone calls. The built-in conference bridge
can handle up to 5 participants. This adds
spontaneity back into the meeting.

Large Colour Touch Screen
A colour touch screen replaces the traditional
keypad and monochrome display used by
most other endpoints as the primary user
interface, which providers more intuitive,
smartphone-style access to features.
Temporary splashes alert users to the initiation
of USB and Bluetooth calls, and the interface
is always available to dial in additional meeting
participants.

Unite App
Konftel’s Unite app, which complements the
touch screen as a secondary management
option, gives users access to their phone
books, provides a personalised user interface

and takes some of the pain out of joining
and managing meetings. The Unite app
automatically locates the nearest Konftel
endpoint via low-energy Bluetooth.

A Good User Experience
In its latest audio conferencing endpoint
study, Frost & Sullivan predicted that vendors
would need devote much more attention to
the user experience, and Konftel 800 is a good
example of that. It has received a Red Dot
Design Award for design and intuitive usability.
A good user experience allows participants
to focus on meeting substance rather than
meeting logistics, and logistics problems
overshadowing the substance is a far greater
problem than most organisations care to admit.
See More Facts About the Product

Konftel 800 is a sophisticated,
multi-connectivity endpoint
that ADDRESSES MOST
END‑USER CHALLENGES,
including BYOD and hybrid
conferencing, without
breaking the bank
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R E F I N E D AU D I O PROC E SS I N G
Konftel’s OmniSound® with beamforming audio technology triangulates the sound picked
up from all three omnidirectional microphones at the same time and, for roughly the same
reason why we have two ears instead of one, the endpoint can much better determine the
direction of the voice, which greatly enhances the audio processing of the device. In Frost
& Sullivan’s opinion, the beamforming technology allows Konftel 800 to work seamlessly in
many environments and situations transmitting and receiving good audio all the time.

How beamforming
technology works

Local Noise Cancellation

Acoustic Echo Cancellation

Noise is infinitely more disturbing to remote
participants than to people in the room. This
is because the human brain compensates,
making people eventually ignore a noise when
they can see its source. Dynamic noise is
particularly challenging to cancel, but owing
to the superior OmniSound® audio technology,
Konftel 800 learns the background noise by
analysing synchronous inputs from the three
digital microphones. Noise is then removed in
two stages, both at the individual microphones
and in the combined audio signal. Meeting
attendees will experience a naturalness of
conversation, which can be de‑stressing and
liberating.

The AEC (Acoustic Echo Cancellation)
processing technology in the OmniSound®
platform has been developed and refined
for 30 years, to create a natural two-way
conferencing experience. The human ear is
very sensitive to acoustic echo, which might
interrupt the dialogue during a conference call
and cause enormous irritation. This is why
the advanced AEC processor in the Konftel
800 builds a model of the received acoustic
sound, creating an “image” of the conference
room. This model is used to subtract the echo
that would otherwise be transmitted with the
return signal. The acoustic echo cancellation is
achieved in a digital exact fashion, resulting in
clean sound. Using a three microphone setup,
Konftel 800 adapts to different meeting room
shapes, sizes, furniture and building materials,
greatly reducing the pain point of mismatched
endpoints.

Customers want optimal audio quality which adapts to the shape of the
room, its configuration and acoustics, and the meeting use case.
Danny Hayasaka, Senior Director of Marketing & Emerging Technology, Call One Inc.
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E X PA N S I O N W I T H O U T CO N F I G U R AT I O N
The many available expansions and easy
connection with a Konftel-supplied RJ11 cable
are additional features that distinguish Konftel
800. Daisy-chaining refers to the connection of
up to three Konftel 800s. The endpoint in the
middle becomes the master, which controls the
meeting; the endpoints on either side become
the slaves. With the 6-metre pick-up range of
each unit, and the longest available RJ11 cable
of 10 metres, three daisy-chained Konftel 800s
arranged in a row would theoretically increase
the total pick-up range to 32 metres, if anyone
had a conference table that long. A horse shoe
arrangement is the most common use case,
which would optimise the solution for spaces
of up to approximately 90 m2.

acquire the Konftel 800, because it is a flexible,
much cheaper alternative to installed audio
systems, with comparable or superior audio
quality, in organisations that only occasionally
need a very large audio conferencing solution
(e.g. when room dividers are slid aside to turn
separate spaces into one large meeting space).

Konftel 800 endpoint with two
expansion microphones

Microphone Expansion Only Increases
Pick-up

Typical horseshoe arrangement with
daisy-chained Konftel 800 endpoints

Daisy-chained Konftel 800s, an
Alternative to Installed Systems
Daisy-chaining is not unique to Konftel 800,
but competing endpoints require proper
configuration at the network level, which is
why Frost & Sullivan has never experienced
much end-user interest in daisy-chaining.
Maybe that will change in organisations that

The Konftel-supplied RJ11 cables can also be
used to create an audio expansion with two
external smart microphones, which allow for
the same local noise cancellation and audio
processing as the microphones embedded
in endpoint. Expansion microphones will
only extend the audio pick-up whereas
daisy-chaining also enables two additional
loudspeakers.
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U P G R A D I N G TO V I D E O FO R E V E R YO N E
Although the need for virtual meetings increases, video remains largely under-provisioned
in meeting rooms. The Konftel video upgrades – available separately or sold as a kit – may
change that.

Optional Video Expansion
Existing Konftel 800 endpoints can be videoenabled at any time, as video catches on in
businesses. Cam50 – the 1080p pan‑tilt‑zoom
camera with a 72.5° image angle, that is
normally recommended with the Konftel 800 –
is best suited to medium to very large meeting
spaces. Many companies remain unconvinced
by video, even those that use video‑enabled
platforms like Microsoft Teams, but the ability
to experiment without large investments
upfront could accelerate video adoption in
distance meetings.

Spontaneous Video Enablement
It is uncommon for end-users to move devices
around, but a video camera and hub could be
spontaneously attached to a USB-enabled
Konftel endpoint in a huddle room, if it needed
to be video enabled in an instant. That speaks
to the Zeitgeist of wanting any platform and
any meeting technology available in any space.
A Konftel 800 could be combined with the
Cam20 – with a 105 ° image angle – better
suited to small meeting spaces.

Bring Your Own (Platform-agnostic)
Meeting
Video-enabled audio endpoints offer the
flexibility to use multiple collaboration
platforms, according to end-user convenience
and solves the pain point of software‑defined
systems being platform-dependent. They
are also cheaper. Whereas Bring Your Own
Meeting may sound witty, video adoption
would be curbed if end-users were prevented
from bringing their own applications, platforms
and devices into meetings, as they saw fit.
See the video factsheet
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B E N E F I T S TO I T M A N AG E R S A N D C H A N N E L
PA R T N E R S
Organisations are correct to focus on end-user benefits and the user experience, when
they select endpoints. But equally, they should be future-proofing their investment and
avoiding a drain on IT management resources, which would negatively affect the return on
that investment. Konftel 800 offers a number of benefits that IT and finance managers as
well as channel partners will appreciate.

Ease of Use Equals Fewer Support
Tickets
Ease of use and simplified call management
creates a noticeable drop in support tickets
and eliminates the pain point of looking after
small branch offices without local IT support.
It is unlikely meeting participants will need
IT support even when they use video and a
collaboration platform running on a laptop.
Portal-based provisioning of new endpoints
removes the need for local configuration.

Scalability and Flexibility to Adapt to
Future Meeting Spaces
Konftel 800 supports medium to very large
meeting spaces. Individual endpoints can be
moved, daisy-chained and moved back, when
the specific need arises or an organisation
moves offices or changes its floor plan. Given
this versatility, Konftel 800 could be an
excellent choice for small meeting spaces with
SIP connections. Daisy-chained units in the
board room eliminate the cost and separate
support of an installed system.
Decision-makers are acutely aware that the
meeting culture, requirements and physical
spaces in their organisations could change
frequently in the future. Channel partners and
consultants will be able to recommend Konftel
800 because it is a technology choice that will
not preclude business decisions users may
want to make in the future.

Easy to Stock, Easy to Add on Later
It is an easy endpoint for resellers to stock,
owing to the wide range of use cases it
enables. Because channel partners and
integrators can also harness portal-based
provisioning, they eliminate the seemingly trifle
but essential pain point of having to unpack
individual units to configure them, before they
are sent to end-users. They can add video
to their customer offerings without needing
extensive video expertise.

Finance managers will enjoy
the scalability of the Konftel
800. IT AVOIDS AS MANY
LIMITATIONS AS POSSIBLE
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W H AT D E C I S I O N - M A K E R S S H O U LD LOO K FO R
W H E N T H E Y S E LE C T E N D P O I N T S
In Frost & Sullivan’s opinion, decision-makers should begin any selection process
by capturing challenges and painpoints from end-users. Any regularly
scheduled meetings with external participants are a good place to start. What
are they for? Do they achieve the desired outcome? How could they be better?
Establish the use cases the lines of business will want enabled in the future, and
then select endpoints to match.
Your chosen vendor should not just innovate in terms of endpoints but accumulate
conferencing best practice to be shared with customers. Vendors are not simply
selling a piece of equipment, they are selling productive, successful meetings.
Make sure they realise that and stand ready to help you get the most out of
your investment .
Make sure the endpoint is appropriate to the size and shape of the meeting space
in all use cases. It is easy to underestimate the audio requirements, and to
ensure good audio to and from all corners of a room, it is usually best to select an
endpoint with slightly over dimensioned audio capabilities.
Video cameras must also be appropriate to the size and shape of the meeting
space, but an over dimensioned camera would negative affect quality. To videoenable huddle rooms, you need a video camera with a wide image angle, of
over 100º, because participants are, literally, huddled in front of the device. If no
particular requirements dictate your choice, select a flexible endpoint with the
fewest possible limitations that will adapt to future space configurations and
use cases.
Vendors should be responsive to customer demand and easily mobilise
to get things done. A dialogue about specific customer needs and access to
the vendor are important. Pureplay endpoint vendors with no other equipment,
platform or service sales to consider in their commercial strategy are often the
best choice.
Consider vendor experience and stability. Endpoint investments are amortised
over several years and you need the certainty you can still get service and software
upgrades in the future. Vendors should continuously seek to improve the audio
processing software, to maximise the functionality in existing units. It makes
sense to stick with a single vendor to harness auto-configuration and minimise
the support workload, but make sure there are no compatibility issues with your
communications platform.

Vendors are not selling a piece of equipment, they are
selling PRODUCTIVE, SUCCESSFUL MEETINGS
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T H E L A S T WO R D
In its practice, the Connected Work team at Frost & Sullivan experiences time and time
again that conferencing endpoints are an afterthought that does not receive nearly
enough attention.
Organisations should never think of
conferencing endpoints as just another phone,
anyone will do. It is a piece of technology

that enables essential work processes
and drive job satisfaction. IT managers who

are brave enough to capture painpoints from
their internal customers are often shocked
by the irritation they cause, and in this paper
we have certainly seen many examples of the
day-to-day difficulties that hold users back and
affect meeting outcomes.

Audio quality goes right to the top of those
painpoints, and without it, the cost benefits
of travelling less and innovation benefits of
triggering staff creativity across multicultural
teams are simply not realised.
The new Konftel 800 does a good job of
addressing audio challenges and of integrating
multiple devices and collaboration platforms
into meetings. It is a safe, future-proof choice
in most situations.

For more information please visit

www.konftel.com

ABOUT KONF TE L
Konftel is a leading company within collaboration endpoint solutions. Since 1988, our mission has been to
help people in businesses around the world to have meetings regardless of distance. Based on our success,
we know that remote collaboration is a smooth way to save time, money and at the same time contribute to
a more sustainable world. Crystal clear audio and a sharp video image are essential for efficient meetings,
this is why we only focus on cutting-edge technology in our Collaboration Solutions. Our audio technology
OmniSound® is built into all Konftel Conference phones and devices. The products are sold globally under
the Konftel brand and our headquarter is based in Sweden. Read more about the company and our products
at konftel.com.
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Now, meetings are where a
lot of actual work gets done,
so they need to be smarter,
more intuitive and supported
by increasing amounts of
collaboration technology.
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